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We used 3D Bessel beam plane illumination and spinning disk
microscopy to reveal fast structural changes in the architecture of
gap junctions (GJs). Previously, GJ plaques were considered relatively
stable structures. We demonstrate (pp. E4125–E4133) extremely
rapid remodeling of proteins and lipids within GJ plaques in response to bacterial toxin exposure. Connexin channels within GJ
plaques undergo dramatic rearrangements that lead to increased
connexin packing and lipid reorganization. These changes likely
reﬂect lipid-phase separation events in the biological membrane.
Toxin-induced connexin reorganization depends on lipids and is
little modiﬁed by membrane–cytoskeletal interactions. We suggest that
fast GJ changes upon toxin exposure reveal an early-response system of
cells and that GJ plaques are much more dynamic structures than
previously recognized.

formation and pruning of spine synapses. However, the molecular
events that contribute to these aspects of structural plasticity remain
unclear. By assessing synapse development and spine dynamics in
the rodent hippocampus, we ﬁnd that activity-dependent spine formation is mediated by a postsynaptic signaling cascade implicating
NO, cGMP, and vasodilator-stimulated phosphoprotein phosphorylation. Loss of this NO signaling mechanism interferes with the
development of excitatory synapses and prevents structural adaptation of hippocampal excitatory synapses to environmental
enrichment. These results (pp. E4142–E4151) provide a new understanding of the role played by NO in cognitive deﬁcits and diseases, such as schizophrenia.
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Traumatic brain injury (TBI) occurs when a strong jolt to the head
causes damage to brain cells, resulting in immediate and long-term
consequences including physical, behavioral, and cognitive problems. Despite the importance of TBI as a major health issue, our
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